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l--.- Introduction.
rt necentry

appeaned

to the

author"

that the

semantics

of r"ecursively

defiaed data-tl@es ( fi:om now on the term cincul-a::ly defined data-types
will be used to keep away fnom the ttnecursive function theoryrr connotation

of the adjective "necursiverr) could benefit langely fnom the bul_k of
necent work on domain equations initiated by Dana Scott.
This notef s pur"pose is : to suggest to peopr-e working on the
rlofinr'+i^n
usr'r-LLrurr nS
ur- pr"ognamming
^

languages an alterrrative way

of thinking

about

circurarly defined data types, and. to intenest the theo::etical conununity
to concrete data types r as opposed to the abst::act data types of Liskov
and Zil.l-es (74 ), and ADJ (75 ).
The way chosen for: that pu::pose is a
neflection on mode definition in ALGOL 68. This language has been

chosen

it is the most compnehensive attempt to define a useful, powenful
language with extensive type checking; the cr"itical nemanks
contained in

because

this note

ane only provoked by the

fact that the

ALGOL

68 neport is

the

only senious fonmal attempt to describe mode definition and
as such the
one wonthy of cr"iticism.

Let the neader be wanned that the ALGOL 6g jangon wi-rl be used but
not exc]usively and that the author"ts critical neading of rantrubaumrs
( l0 ) tutonial papen hides only appreciation
and admination.

onl-v

2,

FORTMN-,

AL,G..OJ,

The concept
FORTMN

60 and thg r+-tvPed Prgcsdgrys.

of a sub-progr^am with

subnoutines, the

ALGOL

been necognized since the

panameters as exPressed

the

60 pnocedures or1 the assembler macr:os has

early tirnes of

computing

importance. It is the key to clean and pleasant
woul-d say

in

to be of

car"dinal

pragramming

(the

moderns

structur:ed). It is ce:rtainl-y with us to stay.
that it

The FoRTMN designers al-so nealized

was

vital that

subroutines

could accept other subroutines as parameters, thus opening the way to self-

application, even in the absence of sel-f-invocation, as in the following
example.
SUBROUTINE F(P)

IF(.FALSE.

PRINT

)

CALL

P

7

RETURN

1

FORMAT ( t Hrl,i,O' ;
END
PROGRAM SELF

CALL F(T)
STOP

END

Anothe:: key idea which
FORTRAN

: typing.

Each

of that specified type.

is with us to stay

identifier has a type
A11 subnoutine

was intnoduced in

and can only hol-d "valuesil

identifiens have tlpe rrsubt'outine".

in which one new key idea was
intnoduced : circular definition of procedu:res. The btock structure is
really only a secondary benefit of circular:ity, As a consequence self-

A1l- these ideas wene bornowed by ALGOL 60

application could be put to non-trivial use and no simple

mathematicaJ-

object could be seen to be an acceptable sernantic domain fo:: procedunes.

Most pnognammers, and centainly the ALGOL 68 gr"oup, thought
was an unexpected

that this

nesult of a caneless definition of types in

was computationally meaningless and should be banned

in

ALGOL

ALGOL 60,

X, the next

vension of the language.

3.

Tvped procedunes
The

ALGOL

ALGOL 68.

pninciples of onthogonal- design and static

68 implied

procedune ane
and the type

have

in

that

procedu::es shoul-d be

fixed the

number

of its

mode checking

typed. In the type of

argumentsn

Now

a

the type of each argument

of its val-ue. As a consequence self-application

disappeaned.

of

seems

the principle of onthogonal design and that of

extensibitity, spelled out by Tanenbaum (76) implied user-defined
Quoting fnom Tanenbaum :r'Another principlen ::elated

is the pninciple of extensibitity.

ALGOL

pnimitive data types, or modes, as well as
extend these

his

or,m

to

in a systematic way.

modes.

to that of onthogonality,

68 pnoviCes a small- nunbe:: of
mechanisrns

For: example,

the

fon the use:: to

pnogramrner may create

data types and his own openatons to manipulate

themtt

o

from the same autho:r : tfone of the most powenful featu::es of

or f ater

ALGOL

68

is its

nich coflection of data types (modes), and the facitities it provides
pnogrammens

The

to define thei::

own modestr.

application of the pr"inciple of orthogonal design

that circular definitions of

modes

now dernanded

be accepted without any nestnictions,

as circul-an definition of pnocedures is accepted without restr"ictions.
For r€asons that we shal-l- try to elucidate late:r the
depar^ted from

ALGOL

68 designe::s

their. prrcclained policy of onthogonal- design and

imposed

restnictions on recursivety defined modes. Befone studying this question

let us Pause and mention two

other" quinks

in the definition of

ALGOL 68.

4-. _ Voi.d

?

The revised ALGOL 68 nepor"t
ALGOL

ttMorreover, in

68, a mode-declanation penrnits the constnuction of a new mode

aheady exist!4g ones.tt
because
wants

o.2.2.(b) craims :

it

seems

We

shall

come

back l-aten

to this

same quotation

to exclude circulanly. defined rnodes but what the

to stress now is that it

from modes by the use

seems

to imply that

modes

firom

author

are always built

of mode-constnuctons. This is not the case :

void is a notion which cannot be derived f::om the metanotion MODEr nevertheless modes can be built from void, fo:: example : Pg (int) void is

a

mode.

This is obviously a pain to

that is not

used as

a fgnction, that is,

is said to retunn void.tr l,lhat is
is said to
mode. It
mo<1e,

An

Tanenbaum who

does

explains : I'A procedur:e

not retu::n any eXplicit valuet

p:robably meant

is that

such a pnocedure

void, though void is not exactly a
would be conceptually much simpler to allow gil t" be a basic

t?eturn an object

of

"noderr

consisting of onty one object, from which othe:: modes can be defined'

object of

mode

prog tilt)

vo-i-d

would then naturall-y return as

value, not Jgi9, but the unique object of

mode

its

"9ii.

s. Nir.
Tanenbaum

to

writes : rtln list

have some marken

pnocessing gpPlicationso

to indicate the end of

a

list.

it is

necessarY

When pnogr-emming

in

t ze?o is often used. In ALGOL 68 a special sYrnbolt
ni.I (RR 5.2.4), is provided to end lists.rr
It is indeed sunpnising that a concept of ALGOL 68 should be best
Assembly Language

e><plained

by analory to machine language.

that proper use of empty.lists
strange nil.

It will be shown in the sequel

shoul-d enable the usen to bY-Pass this

a

As was indicated

at the beginning of Section 4 the

ALGOL 68

revised nepont seems in one place to excl-ude cir"culanly defined

modes

altogethe::.

At anothe:: point (RR 4.2) :'rMode-declanations provide the #defininsmode-indications , which act as abbreviations fon declane::s constructed
from the

mor^e

pnimitive ones or fnom othen decfar"ers

or3 eDen

from them-

se]-vesrr.

There the ::epo::t e><plicit1y aIlows
where you can see

it is

al-l-owed

cir.culanity (the author

knows that

is not in the comments , but in the

fo::mal-

definition, but the forrnal- definition is so obscuned by all- its restrictions
that nobody, except its authons .
it in ful-l-).

even bother to::ead
contempt

or

more pnobably

and the implementens,

will

prrcbably

Yet theltevenrf seems to indicate mild

instinctive fean from that facility.

Neventheless both the Repont and Tanenbaum acknowledge

that the

mode-definition facility is essential only when modes ane cireular"ly
defined.
Laten (nn +.2.1-. ) we find : ilThe use of 'TALLYT excludes ci::cu1ar
chains of grode-dgfini€onl such as mode a=brj=a". This comment is poor

in infonmative

val-ue

but it

means

that

some

circufan definitions are

fo::bidden; to know which ones one may work out what the effect of the
metanotion TALLY is

in the vW-gnamrrEn:, nely on the taoist explanation of

(nn 2.4.7.) on tnust

Tanenbaum who

allows all- the

that

that

ane

modes

ane

explains : r'As you might expeet,

intuitively

neasonable and

prohibits

ALGOL 68

those

not.tt Unfortunately the authon can only stnongly disag::ee with

this fast explanation.

Herre ane some examples.

=gg (fun) fun

mode fun,

notfun

mode

=

H,g

is ]egal.

Is it intuitively

is itlegal.

notfun

reasonable?

Is it intuitively

less

neasonable than the previous example?
a =

mode

g

is illegal.

What

is not a very useful

Sur"ely

mode

f = (int k ) int z f (k)

pnoc

is

wrong

but

with itl

:

is legal

and exactly as useless.

Laten it witt be shown that af1 the above examples rnake penfect sense
as defining initial

fi><points

show how cumbe::some and
mode

would

The

domain equations,

inelegant is n in

ALGOL

but befo::e that let

68, the definition of

us

a

as simple as a linean list of atoms. Suppose that the mode atom

has been

defined.

The ALGOL 68 way

of defining a mode list of

atoms

be :
Iistofatoms

mode

of

stnuct

(atom top. ref listofatoms tail)

pnoblem is that the mode listofatoms which can be

pictor:ialty

depicted

by:

LqII

does

not match at aIl- the intuitive idea of a l-ist.
An

object of type listofatoms is not a list of atoms it is a possible

in a list of atoms, more precisely a possible implementation of
such an element. No wonden that writing pnograms for: tist Processing will

element

be a very unnatural- task.

Moreover, thene

object of

mode

is no way the

listofatoms.

As

a

empty

list of

consequence

atoms can be made an

initial-izations

and

te::mination tests will l-ook wei::d.
An

attnactive altennative will- be infonmally presented now, by using

arbitnar"y cir:cuJar mode-definitions, and supposing voi3 is a

mod.e

of

which

there exist a unique object : constant of type void.
The fotlowing

definition is totally henetic from the

ALGOL

68 point

of view but neventhetess, gives a good idea of what a l-ist of
be:

atoms should

mgdg lgt?It = r:nion ( p5|,

tai:-)

.stngct

(ut"g top, ]g

)

Notice that the ::ef has disappeaned and that the above definition is

a stnaightfonwand translation of the idea that a list is either
consists of a finst atom fol-lowed hrr a'lr'stpenfonmed

Now

list

empty on

pnocessing can be

natunaIly.

Let us newrite in this styl_e

Tanenbaumrs example (S.fO).

bSein

m_ode pglsog = stnust (str"flg name, int score)

I

modg fpgnsot = union (9i9, stnuct- (p"g"on top, lpenson tair) );
lDenson gamenesults : = constant of t5rye void, unlooked;
still looking; stning bowler; int bowled ;
(stand itr, tt tt ) ;

b.ool empty,
make tenm

wEi1e. r"ead ((bow]ed, bowten)

do
od;

) ; bowled > o

gameresults := ((bowle::, bowled), garnenesults)

I

phase

2. look

up the scones

f

while nead ((newline, bowle::)); bowler" + rr rt

do

stil-l looking := g;

unlooked := gameresults; empty := Ig!g9'

while still- looking r. lemPtY

g

case unlooked in

(void) :

emPtY

:l S,

(struct (person toPr,IDffi.9g tail)list)
if

name

of top of list

= bowl-er

then pnint ((bowler' score of top of list, newline));

else rrnl-ooked : = tail of tist

fi
AQ:
F

'

od
.i€
IJ

6+-i'l
D
LIII

1

-lnr,Lr'no
IVVNTITB

then print ((bowl-er, "not in ou:: leaguett' new line))

f!
od
en_d

The reader should
one has acheived

of

atoms

notice that by introducing a unique constant of type void

the objective of having only one empty l-ist (a'n empty list

is also an empty l-ist of books), without having to pl-aywith a lil

object of undefined

mode.

The difference i-n.mocie between the empty

l-ist

::eflects the fact that the operations avail-able on non-empty
and

tail ) are not available on the empty list.

lists
lists (gP

and non-empty

:

t!.

mone general

notion of a l-ist (like the one used in

LISP)

could be defined by

glatom,

mode

=

unaon

(g!5!, stnuct (union (9,

glatom) head,

tail-))

glatom

which defines as clea::ly as possible a genenalized non-empty

of a head which is either an atom or a list,

composed

is a l-ist.

some

algtist

= ry

(a]gtist head, algJist tail-)
It is clean that

thene

kind of equivalence between genenalized lists and binary trees;

neventheless

trees

which

:

which in fact defines r.:nlabelled binary tnees.

is

tair

be

This definition looks very differ?ent than the one which

would be suggested by ALGOL 68
mode-

and a

fist to

it

when he

seems ver"y unwise

is thinking in

to fo::ce the

tenms

of lists.

prognammer

to use

The binany

tree

binar:y

nep-

resentation of a one element list is, fon example, very unnatunal.

7.

Refenences, pointens and_l_ist processing.
One

of the main innovations of

ALGOL

68

is the intnoduction of

modes

of type ref trsomething'r. rs this novelty an asset or: a liabilitv?
Tanenbar:rn fir"st justifies extensively the intnoduction of refenence-ro
modes

by stnessing the difference between constants and vaniabl-es

insisting that ce::tain fo::mal parametens

shoul-d be

specified as variabl_es

(those which ane assigned to) and that other"s shoul-d be specified

constants.

and

as

But fate:: he goes on : rrVaniabl-es involving r:ef trsomethingt'

ane t5rpically used

in fist processing applicationst'. But list processing
is not specially concerned with the distinction between assignab.l-e and

non-assignable fonnal panameters. What is then the neal neason

intnoducing modes of type ref frsomethingrr ?

The

distinction

for

between

constants and variables coul-d have been bnought up to J-ight in a much less

-9-

general way and it seems to the author that the introduction of
::eferences

in

is mainlv intcnded for lisf

ALGOL 68

list pr^ocessing

would be irnpossibl-e

in

ALGOL

nrocessing^

58 without

In fact

explicit

pointens and vaniabl-es of mode ref ref rrsomethingrt. It seems indeed

that the

ALGOL

processing

68 designers thought that pointers had

applications.

fact that LISP, widely
at al-1.

Indeed one

language

simil-ar:

One

used

should, on the contrary, neflect on the

for list

pnocessingn does not have pointers

of the reasons of the

is that the user

does

to be used in l-ist

success

of

LISP as a prog?amming

not have to manipulate pointens. To a

effect Milne and Stnachey wnite : rrCyclic data stnuctur€s

ane declared by incidence nather than

by

which

r^eference may be usefuf as

they have a gneater degnee of inviolability than those containing locations
which may be subject

to

assignments.t'

Pointens are probably necessary when one wants to wnite extremely

efficient

prc,gtams

in a machine language-like

manner

but the user

should

be given the opportunity to use data-stnuctur:es without having to introduce

the possibility of sha::ed values which is bound to complicate enormously

the validation of a program. At the nisk of repeating himselfr the"
author wants to stness that if LISP is a prognamming language which is

widely used for wr"iting large complex and correct programs (especially

in artificial
which

ALGOL

intelligence) it is

68 netains,

shared values, which

and

due both

to its high funetronality

to the security given by the

is unattainabl-e in

ALGOL

68.

absence

of

It is the authorts

belief that the introduction of references should not be seen as
obliviating the

need

for circul-a::Iy defined

above.

-

lr'l

modes

cf the type descr"ibed

so

Ar"bitnarv circular mode definitions ane meaningful.

8.

It is left to

show

that anbitnary

meaningful. That this is so fol-Iows
( 21, 72 and 76), e><plicited in

cir"cul-ar" mode

definitions

fi:om the pioneening wo::k

Wand

of

are

Scott

( 74 ) and Lehmann (.zo ).

This is not the place to expose the mathematics of this approach but it
can be said

that, in

compfete analory

functions, a cincufar

mode

definition

with circul-an definitions of
can be seen as

defining an initial

solution to an equation of type X=T(X) over a suitable category of
domains, and fon a

suitable functon T.

The

initial solution

comes

in

the forrn of an object in the catego::y of domains D and two invense

D I T(D) satisfying a centain
u
unive::saI pnoper:ty. The .isomorphisms 6 and r! equip D with

isomo::phisms between D and T(D)

:

operations and make D an (universal) algebra.
A very genenal category
and a lange nunbe::
The

of domains Dom is defined in

of sub-categories of

Dom

can be seen

Lehmann

(

76

)

to be adequate too.

basic data-types : intege::s n neals, booleans can easily be considered

as objects in the category of domains. One mor:e basic data-t5rye shoufd
al-so be considened

:

1 consisting of only one object; (it is the initial-

object in the category of domains and corresponds to the
The main mode constructors can be

of

domains

Lehmann

: pIE

( 76 ).

ALGOL

68 voi4).

interpreted as functons in the category

is + , g!1g! is xn union i.s e , as is shom il
A mode

definition

(cincul-ar: or" othenwise)

is then inten-

preted as defining the initial- fixpoint of a domain equation. For the
intenpnetation of the isomonphisms see example 4 below.
The P

functor of

which does not exist in

Lehmann
ALGOL

(

yO

68.

) suggests a powerset n,ole const::ucto::
The mode eonstnuctor

plg ; ref can onry be given a mathematicar
of a model of the srore.

expressed as a

the presence

Ig{ could be

-11 -

rneaning in

9.

. ExaJ$>les

I) inode fun : prog (fun) fun
defines the initial fixpoint of
1o the one

point

D

=

[ D -+ D

] which is

domain.

2) mode notfun = ry. notf_En
defines the initial fixpoint of D- [ D +1] which is 1 also.
3)modea=g
defines the initiaf fixpoint at FD which is 1.

4) nrode latom = union- (void, struct
defines the initial fi>point of F
names

to part of the

Let s I

t

D

and gives

initial fixpoint of the

equation. Cfeanly g sends the
non-empty

top and thein tail.

leATOMx

tail))

isomorphisms.

rgaroM x S be the

of 1 and the

(atom head, l-atorn

empty

above

list to the unique object

lists into a pai:: consisting of thein
Its inverse rf sends the unique of 1 to

the empty list and eveny pair of an atom and a list into the

list resulting from pushing the

atom on

the list.

SymboJ-ically 0(p) = if empty (p) then r. else top(p) x tad.I(p)

0 =nul-l-e

push

Note 1: In examples l) and 2) the procedures have been considened to be

without side-effects and global variabl-es, which was a gross

simplification.

To be more gene::a] would

Environrnents and Stones as

involve intnoducing

in Mifner-Strachey.

Note 2: Arbitnary circular definitions are now avaiLable in any data-typesn

not only those of type pnocedures.

_ 12_

l-0.

Impl-ementation.

To adopt a policy

of unlimited use of ci::cufan mode-definitions

would invol-ve a depantune fnom the half-stated policy

of

ALGOL

68 which

is that mode-definitions define templates fon stonage allocation
checking fo:: equivalent

and of

modes.

the finst point one can only notice that mode-definitions do not
an1rway define templates known to the usen. As Tanenbaum writes : rrWhen
On

an integen var:iabl-e acquines a new valueras in iz=g , the bit pattenn

for the integen 3 is put into location i.
obviousry, assigning sin to f
(f:=sin) is not going to cause a copy of the pnoced.ure?s machine code
to be stuffed into the variabl-e f. The ALGOL 68 compilen wniter" must
determine how to implement

to the procedurers

this, but

presumably he

wilf assign pointens

code and environment (or" the equivalent)

to f.tt

laten he says :rtYou rnay be wonder"ing how unions ar€ implemented.

And

pnesurnably

the compiler: will have to neserve enough space in a united vaniab1e for
the langest of the alternatives (or: if that is too painful, penhaps only
a pointer-

wil_l_

be stoned).tt

Clearly the useno when he defines
how

is

new modeso does

not have to

know

they wil-l- be stoned and sometimes hidden pointers are involved. This

ve::y much

to the taste of the

autho:: who tends

to think that

al_l_

pointers

should be hidden fnom the user.
0n the second point the authou agrees with those

think that

mode-equivarencing shoul-d

many

not take place at alr.

people

who

Non-

equivalencing of diffenent modes allows the user" to use the type-checking

facilities in order to ensure conrectness of his

-13-

programs.

Once

it is admitted that

mode

definitions do not dinectly yield

tempfates for storage and that thene should be no equivalencing of
modes a progrlamming language

with full capabilities fon cir"cular

definitions can be imotemented.
11.

ConcJ.lrsion

The above netnanks we:le aimed at showing that a programming

language as powerful as ALGOL 68 and with more genenal mode-definition

facilities

can be defined with a verv natural semantics.

-l_4-
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